
   Rumney Primary School Year 1 - Home Learning June 15th -19th   

Day 1 Literacy 

This week we are carrying on with 

the story of Handa’s Surprise.

You can reread it to remind yourself 

of the fruits and animals in the story-

:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

XyIV_xYi0as

We hear in the story about the ‘spiky 

leaves’ on the pineapple- :

Can you think of a describing word to 

go with each fruit from the story-:

yellow banana, juicy orange etc

Challenge

Have a go at putting the fruits in the 

story in the correct order of the 

alphabet -: banana, pineapple, 

guava, orange, mango, avocado, 

passion fruit, tangerines.

Maths     TTRockstars 10 mins

Weighing fruit or other food

Can you guess which are the heaviest? 

Weigh a selection of different fruit and 

vegetables. Can you guess which are the 

heaviest? Put them in order from lightest 

to heaviest.

Challenge- Can you write out your ordinal 

numbers and label your fruits, to put them 

in order of size from the lightest- 1st, 2nd 

,3rd,4th etc

Rumney Primary Summer of Sport

Get your wellies ready for this week’s activities..

It's the Welly Boot Toss and Super Strong 
Challenge

Start practising with a pair of socks rolled up to 

master the throwing technique.

The instructions for each activity are here:

https://healthy-kidz.com/week-3-wellyboot-toss-

strongman/

Please practise the skill daily. Tweet us each day 

to let us know how you are getting on and so we 

can log your house points. You can earn 10 

points every day for your house (5 per activity).

**IMPORTANT – you do not need to log any 

information on the Healthy Kidz site please send 

it straight to us**  Teachers will be logging the 

information weekly so we can find out which 

house will win the cup!

Day 2 Literacy

Look at the pictures on each page of 

the story with Handa and the 

Maths     TTRockstars 10 mins

Measuring your welly boot throws. 

Creative

The story is set in Kenya, Can you find that 

country on a map.
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different fruits and animals.

Draw a little picture to represent each 

page and join them up with an arrow, 

this is how you make a story map like 

the one below-: 

Challenge- Now write some 

labels/sentences to go with each 

picture. You could use ‘post it ’notes.

You can start by measuring how many 

footsteps it takes for you to reach where 

your welly boot throw landed.

Challenge - Now use a measuring taper 

ruler  to measure the length of your 

throws in centimetres. Compare the 

numbers and put them in order of shortest 

to longest.  

This is the flag for Kenya-:

Have a go at colouring in the flag with the 

template below in the correct colours

http://www.supercoloring.com/pages/kenya-

flag?version=print

Or if you fancy drawing it yourself….

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fb3r-

8MI_nc

Physical -

Practise the Welly Boot and Super Strong 

challenge. 

Day 3

Literacy

There are some animals in the story, 

Can you remember which ones they 

are? Which one has stripes? There 

are other animals with stripes, can 

you name them? You could watch 

this Cbeebies video clip to help you-:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/

p011m5q8

Challenge - Have a go at writing the 

names of the animals in the story. 

Maths

Sequencing

Using 2 colours, can you sequence stripes 

inside a zebra outline ?

It doesn’t have to be black and white

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-

5850-zebra-stripes-counting-and-

colouring-sheet

Challenge- Can you use 3 or 4 colours to 

sequence  the zebra’s stripes? The more 

colourful the better! Don’t forget to show 

us a copy on Twitter!

Welsh/Cymraeg 

We have seen lots of rainbows in windows to 

remind us that we will all be together again 

when the storm has passed.Do you remember 

this song ‘ Lliwiau’r enfys’’?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sbazy2qO2R

Q

Have a go at practising singing it again, see if 

you can find items in your house to match the 

colours-: coch (red), melyn (yellow), gwyrdd 

(green) and glas (blue)

Physical -Practise the Welly Boot and Super 

Strong challenge
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Day 4 Literacy  

Retell the story of ‘Handa’s surprise’-

Use your story map from Tuesday to 

help you. Can you write the 

beginning, middle and end of the 

story? Don’t forget to use your 

keywords too!

Challenge- Have a go at reading  

your story to your grown up or 

sibling.Maybe your grown up could 

video you reading it!

Maths     TTRockstars 10 mins

Measuring

Can you order some tins in your food 

cupboard from shortest to tallest

Have a go at using Lego pieces or small 

blocks as a non-standard measure. Can 

you guess how many blocks/pieces will be 

the same size as a tin of baked beans? 

Challenge -Use a tape measure/ruler to 

measure the heights of your tins in 

centimetres.

Creative

Make a mask/ model of a jungle animal, 

You could use recyclable material to make an 

elephant and decorate it with small pieces of 

newspaper. Maybe use a kitchen roll tube for the 

trunk? Or use the link below to colour a mask-:

https://maskspot.com/download/zebra-mask/

Physical -

Practise the Welly Boot and Super Strong 

challenge. 

Day 5 Literacy - It’s Phonic Friday!

Use your free Phonics Play account

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resou

rces/phase/2/buried-treasure

Challenge -See if you can reach a 

higher ‘Phonic Phase’ at finding real 

and fake words. You could practice 

writing them too!

Reading Practice - either books at 

home or from Oxford Owl site which 

can be accessed for free at the 

moment.

Maths TT Rockstars 10 Mins

Fractions
Use an apple or orange at home and ask 

your grown up to cut it in half. You could 

even use a piece of bread too and make a 

sandwich to show halves. Maybe you could 

show quarters too.

Challenge - Draw a picture of what you 

see and/or complete this sheet to help you 

with your learning-:

https://content.twinkl.co.uk/resource/36/e

d/t-n-2645-fractions-halves-and-quarters-

fruit-colouring-sheet-

_ver_3.pdf?__token__=exp=159204

Physical - 

It’s time to shine! Perform the welly boot toss 

and super strong challenge to the very best of 

your ability. Your family can cheer you on! Don’t 

forget to wear your house colours if you can.

Please send any pictures and videos so we can 

share with your friends!

Relax!

Enjoy a safari video, close your eyes and  

imagine you are there!

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-t-5226-

safari-video-powerpoint
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